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The Situation

Since the COVID-19 pandemic, the Department of Education (of the Philippines) has 
transitioned into modular learning where students learn half of their lessons through 
online or printed modules. These have been published on DepEd Commons.



The Problem
Due to the lack of interaction, teachers have had trouble holding students 
accountable for completing modules. 

On the other side of things, students have had trouble seeking help in 
completing their modules.



The Solution
DepEd Commons Forum is an accessible platform that facilitates distance 
learning by allowing students and teachers to communicate about modules in 
an simplified manner.



The Research
Interviews and secondary research allowed me to empathize with my users and 
construct user personas, competitive analysis, site maps, and user flows.



Primary Persona

Philippine public school teachers.







Secondary Persona

Philippine public school students.





Patterns:

Teachers need a way to ensure 
students understand the lessons. 

Students need a way to find help in 
completing their lessons. 

The gap in between is communication.



CommunicationWant to help students Can’t find help

Teachers Students



What already exists?

In order to create a platform for communication, I 
needed to gain a better understanding of what 
already exists and is being used. 

I went about this by listing out needs teachers and 
students had and conducting competitive analysis.



Modular learning is a new concept. 
Not a lot is out there to accommodate it.}

Synchronous communication is 
common, but may be detrimental 
when messages are drowned out

}



Goal



Feature Prioritization
With a better idea of features to include, I had to prioritize.



Must
• Forum 

• Tagging 

• Filter by subject 

Should
• Responsive features 

• SMS capabilities 

• Print Requests 

Could
• Linking to Module Section 

• Image upload 

• Audio / Video solutions 

Would Like
• Highlighting & commenting on PDFs 

• Statistics (Module areas and learning 
competencies frequently asked about) 

The MoSCoW Method



Preparing a solution
Prior to creating wireframes, I created a site map that took 
into account the current DepEd Commons and created a 
user flow to better understand how things will work.



Site Map: Future Goal

Current DepEd Commons



Site Map: MVP For Forum Feature

Current DepEd Commons



User Flow Study and Draft



User Flow



Solution
With a better understanding of structure, I set out to create a 
design system, wireframes, and a high fidelity prototype.



Sketches



More Sketches



Design System
Creating a design system containing UX components 
helped me keep consistency when designing.





Annotated Wireframes



Annotated Wireframes



Usability Tests
Prior to conducting tests, I created a script and outlined my goals. 

(This informed my process of modifying wireframes; however, there were 
hiccups due to conducting it remotely)



Research Objectives  
• Find out if main tasks are achievable 

• Identify ideal hierarchy for navigation 

• Determine task time (how long user takes on a 
task) 

• Determine learning curve 

Usability Goals 
• Be able to navigate the page 

• Be able to answer questions 

• Be able to verify answer 



High Fidelity Prototypes









Notes and Lessons
Some notes on usability tests and accessibility.



1) Do not rely on color alone. If possible, use 
a pattern.

This is more easily distinguishable. . . than this.



2) Place components strategically. 

This is a more efficient use of space… than this.



3) For usability tests make the tester’s role clear. 

4) For more permanent actions, confirmations are 
essential, but for more subtle actions, you can give it a 
break depending on context. 

5) It’s 100% normal to pivot according to your research 
when your research challenges your biases.

More Lessons…


